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KAVO BV winner in aftermarket category and therefor 
nominated for the Business Succes Award in the 
Netherlands.  
 
After a long and extensive research the committee of the Business Success Award* declared KAVO 

the winner in the ‘aftermarket’ category. 

The committee speaks highly of the Asian car parts specialist from Holland; “KAVO is without 

question a leading company which has built a remarkable position. Enthusiasm, passion, capacity for 

innovation, audacity and vision, plus a 100% focus on the customer makes KAVO an absolute winner 

in its market.”  

KAVO celebrated its 30th anniversary this year and considers this prize as a fantastic recognition of its 

work. Since its foundation the company has developed into a renowned player in the aftermarket, 

with over 30 product lines and customers in more than 55 countries. A continuous focus on 

customers, innovation and quality made this possible.  

The committee about KAVO: “KAVO – more than just parts….. and that’s the way it is. When arriving 

at the company you can directly see and feel it. Everything is right in this place. The people, the 

atmosphere, the interior design, the products. Everything you see here feels right and flawless. The 

company distinguishes itself by its great knowledge, the large product range and the enormous focus 

on customers and service. Innovation is the key word, because KAVO is constantly busy to best fit the 

needs of its customers. Its customers know KAVO as a flexible and reliable partner, who is always 

trying to advise them the best way possible”. 

------- 

*It is the NBSA’s (Nationale Business Succes Award Instituut) task to yearly investigate several 

industries in the Netherlands.  

Based on strict selection criteria, the NBSA nominates the best companies in all industries and 

eventually chooses one winner in each category.  

These (category) winners are all nominated to win the Business Success Award 2016. The National 

Business Success Award is the biggest entrepreneurs award in the Netherlands, with a jury consisting 

of experts with established positions in the Dutch economy. 
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Peter Bloemberg, Sales & Marketing Director: peter@kavoparts.com 
Phone number +31 (0)55 53 939 67  

 


